
A Numinous Nexion

https://vitanuminositatem.ca/members-or-associates/A non-National Socialist non-racist, pro-gay and 
trans rights, pro-Nature and is Green Anarchist. And as always Matriarchal with the emphasis on 
Women. Again remaining amoral without any authority just that of individual judgement based on 
decisions which benefit Nature, self, and is within the Western Aeon’s energies or that of the Solar 
Aeon (the bridge between the Western Aeon and Galactic Aeon) leading to the horrific beautiful of the 
darkly numinous female-centric Dark Aeon. I am descended from Albion-bloodline and while not from 
the Camlad9 Rounning or more Satanic Black Rhadley traditions I am indeed the anointed one to 
continue our beautiful traditions. Born and raised as a Rounwytha by my Grandmother and Mother who
were as well rural sorceress. Raised in a small Reichsfolk-esqe town which was ethical and non-racist 
but all white yet welcomed outsiders.

Empathy, honour and compassion are the new ideals of emphasis. With warrior-code based on the 
Arthurian tradition influenced by the Bushido code of the Samurai.

Particularly we are interested in recruiting Hispanics, primarily females who are Wiccan or tradition 
oriented ie very intellectual, introspective and beautiful noble ladies, and males following the Hermetic 
tradition of the Golden Dawn. Satanist Nazis or Sinister Vampires who are edgy nihilists we have a 
sector for you as well the Misanthropic Rape Brigade until Elina Noctifer. 

So far our nexions are Order of the Sinister Moon (which was spearheaded by Chloe 352 and another 
gentleman with Dark Gnosis running it then passing it to Algar Black), Falcifer-Luciferi 13 
(Wamphyric-Luciferianism), and Vita Numinositatem.

The full list of our associates inner and outer are at:

https://vitanuminositatem.ca/members-or-associates/

Please read the following if interested:

https://vitanuminositatem.ca/legal-disclaimer/

And download and read all of Algar Black’s writings:

https://vitanuminositatem.ca/2022/04/20/algar-blacks-old-writings/

Lastly read and interpret the following:

Omega9Alpha Beyond the Dialectic
The Numinous Way of Pathei-Mathos by David Myatt

The Kybalion

Corpus Hermeticum translated by D.W.M.

the apocryphon of john

Lightning and the Sun



Bhagavad-gita (as it is translation recommended)

The Qu’ran as interpreted by Sufis

Naos original 1974 edition

Intro to Acausal Theory

Emanations of Urantia

One Year Manual by Israel Desregardie

Everything You Need To Know But Haven’t Been Told by David Icke (optional)

Storm of Steel

One Soldier’s Story

Sun and Steel

Tibetan Book of the Dead

On the Genealogy of Morals Nietzsche

Antichrist Nazarene

The Bible (New Testament, Old Testament optional)

A work on the Kabbalah in Hermetic tradition

A book on Wicca or Witchcraft

For historical purposes:

Hysteron Proteron

Black Book of Satan I,II,III

Requiste O9A

And listen to the Self-Immolation Rite, study the Sinister Tarot, make your own Star Game, practice 
Witchcraft, practice Four-fold Breathe technique, and engage in a physical training program either for 
long distance running, hiking, or resistance training (Olympic Barbell lifting, Strongman or 
Powerlifting recommended as Bodybuilding is about steroids and diet its unmaintainable longterm), or 
all 3. Also recommended is mountain climbing and sailing. Study a hard scientific subject either on 
your own or at University-level such as Chemistry, Physics, Medicine or Electrical Engineering & 
Computer Science. Physics at least up and until the Theory of Relativity. Chemistry primarily focusing 
on Organic Chemistry. Medicine particularly New Age kind. Mathematics only until you’ve understood



Algebra and Calculus I. Anything beyond that is Mathematics for it’s own sake. After firm grounding in
scientific or Natural Philosophy and Moral Philosophy it is important to study History as it is was. For 
this reason Splenger, Hegel, Julius Evola, Plato, Kant and Carl Jung are important to study next. Jung 
more psychology but history will help you understand it. And then study a system of Logic. The 
symbolic logic used by philosophers such as modus ponens. You want to learn logical argumentative 
debate. And then for dialectic study Arthur Schopenhaeur. 

On everything you read write a 1-10 page essay (preferably 10) and publish it online on Wordpress or 
email it to ursulablackwolf@zohomail.com

You must either follow the original Sevenfold Way, the new Hebdomian way or what I am engineering 
a Wiccan Pagan Path or Hermetic Non-Magian (or non Judeo-Christian) Alchemical system of the 
mind-body nexus with Daoism, Yoga, and meditation as well as some esoteric rituals thrown in.

And download save, read and share the PDFs at https://sevenoxonians.wordpress.com and any by the 
Omega9Alpha as it exists today

This is if you want to be O7A if you want to larp online as an anarchist activist who hates Nazis ie 
antifascist or as a Sinister edgy vampire we offer two solutions: leave or grow up. We are forming a 
group for you to pursue and hate. Thats anarchist and evil etc. Blah blah blah.

What we are doing is special and noble.


